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Help Desk / Disclaimer

AdultShop.com provides this website not as professional advice but as 

guidelines for convenience only, upon the condition that the user, by 

receiving or reading the material contained on this website, agrees not to act 

in reliance upon it without first satisfying himself/herself by independent 

inquiry or advice as to the suitability, appropriateness, relevance, nature, 

fitness or purpose, likely side effects or long term effects, accuracy, reliability 

or otherwise of that material, having regard (without limitation) to the 

physical condition of the user, and his/her general fitness or medical 

condition. The user agrees that the user shall not have, make or bring an 

action, suit, claim, demand or proceedings against AdultShop.com for 

damages, compensation, losses, costs, expenses, orders or any other legal or 

equitable remedy should any such material be found to be incorrect, 

inaccurate, erroneous, defective, deceptive or misleading, whether caused by 

negligence of AdultShop.com or any other cause whatsoever. 
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Investors

Affiliate Program

Ben Dover's 9th

Was $34.95 

Now $9.95

Pleasure Pillow

Was $65.95

Now $12.95
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We strive to provide the best in discreet timely customer service.

If you have a query, please contact... Customer Service

Problems with the website? Email our Webmaster.

© 1999-2006 AdultShop.com Limited. Shopping from outside of Australia? Click Here 


